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piQtility - picture-in-a-picture effect

Like this effect, picture-in-a-picture ?
Here we go!
1. Open your photo in piQtility
2. Go to: Editing > Scale > Crop
2.1. Choose folder where you like to store the “cropped” picture !
		To avoid overwriting your original file.
2.2. Go to: W x H
		Define, based on the original pixel size, the new cropped size.
		
The smaller the pixel size, the smaller the inside picture will be.
2.3. Pay attention: Position = center.
		
So you keep the center of the image and cut off the borders.
2.4. Push the button: “Apply on active file”

You can store these settings in a preset pushing the
button.
Very handy if you like to apply this on a bunch of images later on.
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3. Ctrl + click on the latest log line in piQtility and select “Open resulting file”
From now on you work with the cropped image.
We will add a thin white border.
4. Go to: Editing > Edit > Color > Framing
4.1. Choose folder where you like to store the “framed” picture !
		To avoid overwriting your original image
4.2. Choose the “Tint color”: white
4.3. Opacity: 100%
4.4. Thickness: relative to the original pixel size, higher values, thicker borders.
4.5. Position: Inside
4.5. Render method: Normal
4.7. Apply on active picture by pushing the “Active file” button.
		You can repeat this until you are satisfied about the result.
You can store these settings in a preset pushing the
button.
Very handy if you like to apply this on a bunch of images later on.
5. Reopen the original photo
We will put the framed/cropped image on top of it.
6. Go to: Watermark > Image
6.1. Choose folder where you like to store the “watermarked” picture !
		To avoid overwriting your original image.
6.2. Choose image: the framed image you made.
		
We will use this image as a watermark on the original photo.
6.3. Position: center, no X/Y offset
6.4. We only customize the Shadow.
		
So do not touch on Opacity, Size, Type or Filter. Just keep the application defaults.
		
Thick the checkbox: Shadow
		
Choose black as shadow color
		
Offset and radius is related to pixel size of the original image and your taste.
		
In this example the pixelsize of the framed picture was 5000px x 3000px
		
We used an X/Y offset of 33 px and a Radius of 330px.
6.5. Push the button: “Apply on active file”

You can store these settings in a preset pushing the
button.
Very handy if you like to apply this on a bunch of images later on.

